Sums of Powers of Integers
A. F. Beardon

1. INTRODUCTION.Our startingpoint is the well-knownidentity
13 + 23 +

+n3 = (1 + 2 +

+n)2.

(1.1)

Sums of the form
cJk(n)

=

lk

+

2k

+

*k

+nk

have been studiedfor hundredsof years and even now there is still a steadystream
of notes published on the subject, many of which can be found by browsing
throughback issues of the Monthlyand the MathematicalGazette.Most of these
articlesare concernedwith generalizing(1.1), now written as
3 = 1 S
either by expressinga power of cr1as a linear combinationof powersof other cri,
for example,
1
3
1
5
5
(J13 = 4ff3 + 4CsS
1 = 16cr5+ 8cr7 + 16cr9,
(1.2)
or with identities involving(Jk and binomialcoefficients,for example,
2(n)

=

2(

3

) + (

2

)

5(n) = (n 2 1) + 30(n 4 2) + 120(n 6 3)

or with showingthat cr3m
= col2t is the only identityof the form
CJil

.

.

.

CJir

il

is

For some of the history of the subject, and for a selection of these articles,we
mention [1], [3], [5], [7], [9], [11], [12], [13] and [16], and especially[6], [8] and [10].
Here, we shall take a quite differentapproachand generalise(1.1) to the extent
that we describe all polynomialrelationsthatexistbetweenanytwoof the 'Ji As (1.1)
simply asserts that the points ((Jl(n)
(J3(n))
n = 1,2,. . ., lie on the parabola
y = x2, we are led naturallyto (elementary)methods of algebraicgeometry.The
set of points (x, y) satisfying T(x, y) = 0, where T is a polynomialin two real
variables,is a plane algebraiccurveso that, writing
Xej= J((ni(n), cnj(n)):n = 1, 2, . . . },

(1.3)

the problemis to find all plane algebraiccurvesthat containthe set lLij.
It is well knownthat
'71=

n(n + 1)
2

(J2=

n(n + 1)(2n + 1)
6

S

CZ3=

n2(n + 1)2
4
,

and (by eliminatingn from these) it is easy to find a polynomialrelationbetween
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crl and cr2,and between cr2and cr3;these relationsare
T(crl, cr2) = 0,

T(x, y) = 8x3 + x2 _ 9y2

(1.4)

T(x,y) = 81x4 - 18x2y +y2 _ 64y3

(1.5)

and
T(cr2, cr3)= 0,

respectively.Other, less obvious,relationsare
T( cr3,cr^)= 0,

T(x, y) = 16x3 - x2 - 6.x>}
_ 9y2

(1.6)

and
T(cr2, cr4)= 0,

T(x, y) = 972xS _ 7x3 - 9Ox2y_ 375Ay2_ 500y3. (1.7)

The techniqueof eliminatinga parameterenables us to prove much more than
this, and we show
(1) for each pair of integers i and j with 1 < i < j, there is a uniqueirreducible
polynomialTij in two variables,with integer coefficients,such that Tij(cri,crj)= 0.
By consideringrings and ideals of polynomials,we can also show
(2) Tij is the primitiverelation between cri and Crjin the sense that all other
relationsbetween these are trivialconsequencesof this one, and
(3) there is a (finite) algorithmfor constructingany particularTij.
We remark in passing that we shall also see that there is no such result for
polynomialrelationsamongthree or more of the (Jk
To illustrate the results just described, consider the sums cr1 and Cr3,and
suppose that T is a real polynomial in two variables such that, for each
n, T(ff1(n),3(n)) = O.As the polynomialT(t, t2) vanisheswhen t = n(n + 1)/2,
n = 1, 2, . . ., it is identicallyzero and so T(x, y) vanisheson the parabolay = x2.
One can show that this forces T to have a factor y - x2, whence any relation
T(CJ1, CJ3) = O iS a trivialconsequenceof the primitiverelation cr3= CJ12.
This paper is written to be availableto as wide a readershipas possible. Some
historical references are given (our earliest source dates back to 1615), but no
attempthas been made to identifythe originalsources.
2. THE COEFFICIENTSOF (Jk It is a fundamentalfact that cok(n)is a polynomial in n of degree k + 1 and it is worthwhileto reviewPascal'selementaryproof
of this (given in 1654). It is simplythat
(n

+ l)k+l-1

=

=

E
m=l
E

m=l

,

[(m

E

+ lik+l

(

_ mk+l]

)mr

r=O

( k + 1 ) (n)

from which it follows (by induction) that cok(n)is a polynomialin n of degree
k + 1. This means that we can now legitimatelyconsider(Jk(Z) as a polynomialin a
complexvariablez and we shall soon see that (Jk(°) = °
The BernoullinumbersB,l, n 2 O,first appearedin the posthumouswork Ars
Conjectandiby Jakob Bernoulliin 1713, althoughthey were knownby Faulhaber
much earlier than.this (see [6] and Chapter 10 in [8]). They were introducedin
order to providean explicitformulafor the coefficientsof the polynomial(Jks and
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are defined inductivelyby the recurrencerelation
J-o (

J

(2 1)

)

([14],p. 229);we then have
k + 1 J_0(

J

(2.2)

) j

([14],p. 234).
A calculationusing (2.1) shows that
Bo= 1, B1 = -2

1

B2=

1
6

B3=O,

B4=-30,

1

Bs=°

(in fact, B3 = Bs = B7 = *S = O),so that, if k 2 3, then
lk + 2k + *-@+(n

_ lik

=

_ n + kn

n

+

o(nk

3)

where here, O(nt) denotes a polynomialof degree at most t. Adding nk to both
sides, we obtain
nk

knk

nk

+ 1

-

1

(2.3)
2 + 12 + °(nk 3);
note that thereis no termin nk 2 (a consequenceof B3 = 0); this will be used later.
Of course, (2.2) shows that, for any complexnumberz,
k+ 1

(Jk(Z)

k+ 1

E

(

y

)Bj(z + 1)

which,with (2.1), yields
(2 .4)
(Jk(°) = ° *
As an applicationof this, suppose that T(cri,Crj)= O is any polynomialrelation
between cri and cr;.Then, from (2.4),
O= Tt cri(0), crj(0)) = T(0, 0);
thus the constanttermin T is zero. Also, by putting n = 1, we see that the sum of
the coefficientsof T is zero (this is a useful check on our arithmetic).
3. FAULHABERPOLYNOMLiLS.It is well knownthat cok(n)is a polynomialin
n of degree k + 1, but it is less well knownthat,when k is odd, (Jk iS a polynomial
in cr1of degree 2(k + 1). The simplestcase of this is CJ3= CJ12,and the next two
cases are
(3.1)
CJ7= CJ12(6CJl2-4cr1 + 1)/3
Crs= cr1(4cr1-1)/3,
(proofs of these are given below). As these two formulaesuggest,when k is odd,
col2divides Sk. If k is even, then cok(n)is of odd degree in n and so cannot be a
polynomialin cr1;however, in this case, CJ2 divides (Jks and the quotient is a
polynomialin cr1.These resultswere knownto Faulhaberand have been rediscovered many times since; even so, for the sake of completenesswe give a formal
statementand proof.
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Theorem3.1. (i) Fork= 3,5,... thereexistsa polynomialFk,of degree2(k + 1)
and witha doublezero at the origin,such that (Jk = Fk(col).
(ii) For k = 2, 4, . . . thereexistsa polynomialFk, of degree2(k - 2), such that
¢k 2 Fk(1 )
Proof: This is easy. Followingthe idea in Pascal'sproof (namely,telescopingsums),
we have
,

( m(m + 1) )k

E

E

( k ) ( m )k

( (m - 1)m )k

k-r]

[

2k r O(r) k+r(n)[1 - (-1)

(3.2)

]

Now (3.2) holds for all k, but assume now that k is odd. Then the only terms in
this sum that make a non-zero contributionare those with r even, and this show
that colkis a linear combinationof cr1,cr3,..., 2k-1 As Cr3= col2,this provides
the basis of a proof of (i) by induction;we omit the details.
We can prove (ii) in a similarway, so supposenow that k is even, and note that

E

2

(

m-l
,

(

)

(r)( 2 ) m [(2m + 1) - (2m - 1)(-1)
+ (

2k E (r)(2(k+r+1(n)[l

1)

2

)
]

]

(3.3)
+ ¢k+r[1 + ( 1) ] )
In the sum on the right, only the terms crq,with q even, survive, so that
is a linear combinationOf 2 cr4,..., 2k. Again, this providesthe
(2n + l)col(n)k
basis of a proof of (ii) by induction.
Notice that taking k to be 3, and then 5, in (3.2), we obtainthe two identitiesin
(1.2). Next, eliminatingCr3from (1.1) and (1.2),we obtainthe first identityin (3.1).
Finally,taking k = 4 in (3.2) gives
1

1

cr14= 2 so5+ 2 so7
and eliminating Cr5from this and the first identityin (3.1), we obtain the second
identityin (3.1).
The first few of the polynomialsFk in Theorem3.1 are
F3(t) = t2,
F4(t) = (6t-1)/5,
F5(t) = t2(4t-1)/3

204

F6(t) = (12t2-6t

+ 1)/7

F7(t) = t2(6t2-4t

+ 1)/3.
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The formulaefor F3, F5 and F7 are restatementsof (1.1) and (3.1); the formulae
for F4 and F6 are obtainedby putting k = 2 and k = 3 in (3.3). Theorem3.1 was
known to Faulhaberin 1615, and it is suggested in [6] that the polynomialsF
For more
polynomials.
(strictly,a mild variant of these) are called the Faulhaber
details, see [6], [7] and [8] but, briefly,these ideas date back to JohannFaulhaber
(1631). Later contributionswere made by Fermat(1636), Pascal (1654), Bernoulli
(1713), Euler (1755) and Jacobi (1834).
Theorem 3.1 has
Because of the polynomialrelation(1.4) between cr1and cr22,
the followingcorollary.

in Cn1;
Corollary3.2. (i) If k is odd, (Jk is a polynomial
in Cn1.
(ii) if k is euen,CJk2is a polynomial
The apparentlack of symmetrybetween the cases k odd and k even can be
overcomeby the substitutiony = x + 1/2. Then
1/4)
y(y2_
y2_
1/4
cr2(x)=
2
sol(X)=
and, more generally,we see from Theorem 3.1 that
(1) if k is odd then cok(x)is an even functionof x + 1/2;
(2) if k is even then cok(x)is an odd functionof x + 1/2.
Althoughwe will have no use for the followingformulae,we end this section by
recordingthat the Fk can be defined by generatingfunctions(see [9]):
°°

cosh[(x/2)21 + 8t] -cosh(x/2)
2 sinh(x/2)

=

E

x2r+
F2r+1( t ) (2r + 1) !

and
sinh[(x/2)ll

+ 8t]

221+8tsinh(x/2)

x2r

1 °°

1

2 + 3

E

tF2r(t)(2r)!

E

4. THE EXISTENCEOF RELATIONS.Some algebraiccurvesare givenparametrically by, say, x =f(t) and y = g(t), where f and g are polynomials,and the
technique of eliminatingt to obtain the polynomialrelation between x and y is
sometimes referred to as the theory of elimination (see, for example, [2] pp.
is a polynomialin n, we can applythis
179-181 and [4], Chapter3). As each cok(n)
theoryto obtain a polynomialrelationbetween any two of the cri.Indeed, this was
the way we produced the relations (1.4) and (1.5) between cr1 and CJ2, and
between CJ2 and CJ3. The relation (1.6) between CJ3 and CJ5 can be obtained by
eliminatingnot n but cr1.Accordingto Theorem 3.1 and the explicit expressions
for the Fk,we have
4cr1-1
CJ5
3
CJ3
whence
16CJ3 =

(4CZ1)2 =

(

3

5

3 )

whichyields (1.6). Likewise,the relation(1.7) can be found directlyby eliminating
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col from the identities
(J4

{

6cr1-1

2

Cr12(8CZ1+ 1)

9
Cr2=
5
,
To obtain a general result, we need a general theory and it is this that we now
describe. Suppose that the two polynomials
(J2

t

+ *m+bm_lx+ bm
g(x) = boXm
+ *Z+a,l_lx + a,l,
f(x) = aOxZl
have a commonzero, say xO.Then each of the equations
f(x) = vg^(x)= *r = xm-1f(x) = O= g(x) = xg(x) = *m= x g(x)
is of the form p(x) = O,where p is a polynomialof degree (at most) m + n - 1,
and, as each of these equations is satisfiedwhen x = xO,the determinantof the
coefficients must vanish. This (m + n) X (m + n) determinantis the resultant
R(f,g) of f and g and, explicitly,
aO

*S

*S

a,
.

*

Z

*

*

R(fSg)=

bo

*S

*S

'

b
.

*

bo

*S

* S

bm

where the omitted elements are zero, and the diagonal of R(f,g) contains m
occurrencesof aOand n of bm.For more details, see, for example,[2], [4] and [15],
pp. 83-88. For emphasis,we repeat that the existenceof a commonzero of f and
g implies that Rff, g) = O.
Let us now illustrate this use of the resultant by verifyingthe relation (1.4)
between cr1and (J2 As
2(71(n) = n2 + n,
the polynomials

6(72(n) = n(n + 1)(2n + 1) = 2n3 + 3n2 + n,

f(t) = t2 + t-2cn1(n),

g(t) = 2t3 + 3t2 + t-6cr2(n)

have a commonzero, namely, t = n. We deduce that, for each n,
0

1

1

-2col(n)

O

1

1

O

O

1

1

2
0

3
2

1
3

- 6cr2(n)
1

-2col(n)

0
0
-2crl(n)

=0

O
- 6cr2(n)

and this simplifiesto give (1.4).
A similar argument holds for any pair cri and CJjso there is at least one
non-trivialpolynomial P with P(cri,Crj)= O. Pascal's argumentshows that the
coefficients of n in the polynomial(Jk are rationalnumbers;hence, after clearing
denominators,we may assumethat the coefficientsof P are integers.Even more is
and
true, for this argumentshows that P is of degree j + 1 in criand i + 1 in CJj,
the
term
see
that
we
even
determinant)
of
the
the
expansion
(by considering
involving crij+l is independentof CJj,and likewisewith i and j interchanged;for
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example,the determinantabove is of the form

lo 2l(-2°"l)3 +@@@
+ O I

I

(-6C2)2

We have now proved the followingresult.
Proposition4.1. Givenintegersi andj with 1 < i < j, thereis a polynomialP(x, y),
withintegercoefficientsand zeroconstantterm,and of degreej + 1 in x and i + 1 in y
withthe leadingtermsin x andy havingconstantcoefficients,such thatP(ai, cj) = O.
This is not the end of the story,however.If we use this methodin the case i = 3
and j = 5, we obtain a polynomialP(x, y), of degree 6 in 3 and 4 in cr5,such
that P(ff3, 5) = O. It is tiresome (but instructive)to find this polynomial P
explicitly,but in any event it is more complicatedthan the known relation (1.6)
between 3 and cr5of lowerdegree. Clearly,the resultantobtainedby eliminating
n from the expressionscr3(n)and 5(n) gives rise to a 10 x 10 determinant.If, on
the other hand, we write 3 and cr5as polynomialsin cr1,and then eliminate cr1,
we obtain a 5 x 5 determinantwhich, after simplification,yields (1.6). The same
reasoningapplies to any pair cri and aj, where i and j are both odd integers,so
that, in this case, it is better to eliminate cr1ratherthan n.
Now suppose that i and j are both even. We can write cri2 and aj2 as
polynomialsin cr1and then use the resultantto obtaina relationbetween cri2and
aj2 expressed as an (i + j + 2) x (i + j + 2) determinantwhich will be of degree
2(j + 1) in cri and 2(i + 1) in cr;.If, on the other hand, we eliminate n between
the ewressions for cri and Crjin terms of n, we obtain a determinantof the same
size but with entries involving cri and aj (instead of cri2and aj2). To illustrate
this.,observethat, using (2.2),
a2 =

2n3 + 3n2 + n
6
Scr4=

6nS

+

15n4+ 10n3-n

whereas, using F4 and (1.4),
2

8 Cr13 + (r12

2

( 8 Cr13 + (r12 ) ( 6 'J1-1

)2

In the case when i and j are both even, then, it is clearlybetter to eliminate the
variablen ratherthan cr1.We leave the reader to considerthe case when i and j
have opposite parity.
*.

5. LUROTH'STHEOREMAND THE RESULTANT.Consider again the case
when i and j are odd integers. We can either use the resultantto eliminate n
and so obtain a relation R(ai, cj) = Obetween vi and cj, or we can expressboth
as a function of cr1 and then use the resultantto eliminate cr1 and so obtain a
second relation R*(ai, cj) = Obetween vi and cj. In this sectionwe shall describe
the precise relationshipbetween the two relations R(ai, aj) and R*(cri,Crj).The
material in this section is related to Luroth'sTheorem ([15], pp. 198-200). The
interested reader can consult [15] for a precise statement of this, but it is not
necessary for it suffices to give the geometric interpretationdescribed in [15].
Supposethat an algebraiccurveis parametrisedby x = f(t) and y = g(t), where f
and g are polynomials.If each point of the curvecorrespondsto, say, d values of
1996]
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t, then Luroth'sTheoremguaranteesthat there is a polynomial+ of degree d, and
polynomialst1 and g1, such that
(5.1)
x = f(t) = fif +(t)), y = g(t) = gl( (t)(t));
it follows that we can take s = +(t) as a new variableand parametrisethe curveby
the polynomials x = t1(s), y = g1(s) of lower degree. In these circumstances,
we can find the equation of the algebraiccurve either by eliminating t, or by
eliminating s. The two equations (arising from the resultants) are denoted
by R(f, g) and R(t1, g1), respectively,and the relationbetween these is given in
the followingresult.
Theorem5.1. In the abovenotation,R(f, g) = cR(fi, gl)d for some constantc.
In our earlierdiscussion,we have expressedvi both as a polynomialin n and as
a polynomialin cr1,and the above discussionapplieswith d = 2 and
st)(t) = ¢l(t) = t(t + 1)/2.
We deduce that if i and j are odd integers, the resultantobtained by eliminating n is simply a scalar multiple of the square of the resultant obtained by
eliminating

crlb

The proof of Theorem5.1. We shall work with complex numbers (so that all
polynomialsfactorise into linear factors). Suppose first that f and g are any
complexpolynomials,say
f(z) =a(z

-Z1)

*b(Z

g(Z) = b(z - w1)

zZl)

(z - wm).

As each coefficientof f is the productof a with a symmetricfunctionof the roots
. ., zslS
z;, and similarlyfor g, the resultant R(f, g) is of the form amb'lP(zl,.
w1,. . ., wm)for some polynomialP. Thinkingof the roots zi and Wjas variables,
we note that if zi - wj = O,then f and g have a commonroot and so R(f, g) = O.
Continuingthis line of argument(the details can be found in [15],p. 86), we find
that
R(f, g)-amb'l [l (Zi-wj).
i , J

We shall now applythese ideas to prove Theorem5.1.
Let f, g, t1, g1 and + now be the polynomialsin (5.1) and suppose that these
have degrees nd, md, n, m and d, respectively.We denote the zeros of t1 by
cx1,. . ., clS and the solutionsof +(z) = ogjby xlj, . . ., Xdj;then the zeros of f are
precisely the numbers xij, where i-1,.. . ,d and j = 1,.. .,n. Likewise, we
denote the zeros of gl by BlSSl3mS and the solutions of +(z)=,l35 by
YlsS. . . SYds;then the zeros of g are the numbersYrs.Finally,we use A1, A2, A3, A4
to denote constants(whichwe do not bother to evaluate).
Accordingto the first paragraphin the proof,
R(tSg) =A1 11 (xej-Yrs)

i,j,r,s

R(figl)=X2rl((j-p5).
i,s

However,we also have
+(z)-/35

208
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*Z(Z-Yds) = A3 rl (Z-Yrs)
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so that, for each i, 1 < i < d,
aj-8s

= +(Xij) -,85 = A3 rI (xij-Yrs)

j

This holds for each i so, taking the product of both sides over i = 1, . . ., d, we
obtain
(cY;- /3s) =A3Il(xii

i,r

Yrs)

from which the result follows immediately.
6. IDEALSOF POLYNOMIALS.In this sectionwe characterise,for a givenpair i
and j satisfying1 < i < j, the totalityof polynomialsT with integercoefficientsfor
which T(cri,cr;)= 0. To achieve this we borrowan idea from algebraicgeometry
and studythe familyof polynomialsthat vanishon a givenset; for more details,we
recommend[4]. We denote the integersby Z, and the class (or ring)of polynomials
with integer coefficientsand in the two variablesx and y by Z[x, y]. The key fact
that we need about Z[x, y] is that it is a unique factorisationdomain;this means
that any polynomial in Z[x,y] may be factored into a product of irreducible
polynomials,and that up to order and factors of -1, this factorisationis unique
(see [2], pp. 172-176).
Our declared aim is to study the family

r = {T E Z[x, y]: T(i, ¢j)-0},

(6.1)

which we prefer to write as

r - {T E Z[x, y]: T - 0 on Sij},
where Eij is given in (1.3) as the set of points {(cri(n),crj(n))E R2: n = 1, 2, . . . }.
For the moment,let E be any non-emptysubset of 2, and define
>(E)-{T
E Z[x, y]: T = 0 on E}.
The set 5(E) is known in ring theory as an ideal, for it is closed under addition
and the productT1T2is in >(E) wheneverone of the Ti is. We want to investigate
circumstancesunder which >(E) consists of all polynomialmultiplesof a single
polynomialTo(x,y) (then >(E) is said to be the principalideal generatedby To)
In general, this will not be so; it is not when, for example,E is the intersectionof
the two co-ordinateaxes. However,we do have the followingresult.
Lsemma6.1. Letf and g be non-constantpolynomialswithrationalcoefficientsin one
real variable,and let E = {(f(n), g(n)): n = 1, 2, . . . }. Then>(E) is generatedby a
non-trivialirreducible
polynomialin Z[x, y].
Proof: We have alreadyseen that there is a polynomialP in two variablessuch
that for all integers n, P(f(n), g(n)) = O. This P can be obtained from the
resultantof f and g (as in the proof of Proposition4.1) so that if f and g have
rationalcoefficients P maybe taken to have integercoefficients.We claimthat we
may also assumethat P is irreducible,for supposethat P = P1 . . . Pl, where the P
are the irreduciblefactors of P. Then there must be (at least) one factor Pj such
that the polynomialPj(f(n), g(n)) vanishesfor infinitelymanyintegervalues of n.
It follows that the polynomial Pj(f(x),g(x)) has infinitely many zeros and so
vanishesfor all x, and hence for all integers n. In conclusion,there is a irreducible
polynomialP in Z[x, y] such that P(f, g) - O.
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We shall now show that P divides any polynomial T in Z[x,y] for which
T(f, g) = O.First,we express P and T as polynomialsin y (whose coefficientsare
polynomialsin x) and we then compute the resultantof P and T by eliminating
the variabley. The resultantis a polynomialR(x), and it is knownthat there are
polynomialsA and B in Z[x, y] such that
A(x, y)P(x, y) + B(x, y)T(x, y) = R(x),
where (as polynomials in y) deg(B) < deg(P) and deg(A) < deg(T) (see [2],
Proposition4.2.4, p. 179, and p. 192). As P(f(n), g(n)) and T(f(n), g(n)) vanish
for each integer n, we see that R(n) = Ofor each integer n. It follows that R is
the zero polynomial, and hence P(x,y) divides B(x,y)T(x,y). As P is irreducible, it divides B or T, and as deg(B) < deg(P), it cannot divide B. It follows
that P divides T, and that >(E) is the principalideal generatedby P.
The discussionto date yields our main resultwhich follows.
Theorem 6.2. Let i and j be integerswith 1 < i < j. Then thereis a non-constant
irreducible
polynomialTij in Z[x, y] such that Tij(ai,¢j) = O.Further,Tij dividesP
for anyP in Z[x, y] for whichP(ai, ¢j) = O.
Of course, this result says that any polynomialrelationbetween cri and cr;is a
trivialconsequence of the relation Tij(cri,cr;)= O;for example,Tl3(x,y) = y _ x2
and so if P(crl, Cr3)= O, then P containsa factor y - x2 and so the relationholds
because of the existence of this factor. If P is any non-constant irreducible
polynomialin Z[x, y], and if P(cri,cr;)= O, then P = +Tij and this observation
enable us to identiibrTij in certaincases. For example,to show that
T23(X,y) = 81X4-18x2y

+ y2-64y3,

T35(X,y) = 16X3-X2-6ty

_ 9y2

we have, because of (1.5) and (1.6), only to prove that these polynomialsare
irreducible over Z and this can easily be done by assuming the contrary and
reachinga contradiction.Finally, Faulhaber'sobservationsmean that, for odd k,
Tlk(X, y) iS an integer multiple of y - Fk(x), whereas for even k, Tlk(X,y) is an
integer multipleof y2 _ x2(8x + l)Fk(x)2.
Using the resultantwe can eliminaten from cri(n)and crj(n)(in a finite number
of steps) and obtain an explicit polynomialP in Z[x, y] for which P(cri,cr;)= O.
This P must contain Tij as a factor, and since the factorisationof P (over Z) can
also be carriedout in a finite numberof steps (see [15],p. 77), it follows that each
Tij is computablein a finite numberof steps. There are, of course, other ways of
finding the Tij, for example,by using the Groebnerbasis method describedin [4].
In the (few) examples I have tried with i and j odd, the polynomialrelation
between cri and cr;obtainedby eliminatingcr1is irreducibleover Z, and hence is
Tij.I have been unable to provethat this is true for all odd i and j, but if it were to
be true, it would providea beautifulrelationshipbetween the ideal of polynomials
annihilating(cri,cr;)and Faulhaber'scontribution350 years ago.
7. SEPARABILITY.
There is one feature of the relationsbetween the cri that we
have not yet commented on. We say that the relation Tij(cri,cr;)= O, where
1 < i < j, is separableif it can be expressedin the form
P( Cri)= Q( Crj),

(7.1)

where P and Q are polynomialsin one variable. Faulhaber'sresults show that
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every Tij with i= 1 is separable, and all the examples we have of Tij with
2 < i < j are not separable.This suggeststhat Tijis separableif and only if i = 1
and we shall now show that this is so. This means, of course,that the only cases in
which Tij is separableare those found by Faulhaberin the seventeenthcentury.

if andonlyif i = 1.
Theorem7.1. TherelationTij(ai,¢j) = Ois separable
Proof:We assumethat (7.1)holds with 2 < i < j and we seek a contradiction.We
write

)S Q(x)= BXS+ O(XS-1)
+ O(xr-l
P(x)=AJcr
where AB

+

(7.2)

0, and, by comparingdegreesof the two polynomialsin (7.1),we have

(7.3)

(i + 1)r = (j + 1)s = N,
say. Observethat as j > 3, we have N 2 4.
isa polynomialof degree N in the variablen and, as
Now Q(ff;)
(1 +j) <N-

(j+ 1)(s - 1) =N-

4,

we have, from (2.3)and (7.2),
- < nj+l

j + 1 + 2 + 12
ni

ij+1

2 +

t

i+1

ni

<j

12

2

O(nN

4)

The same holds for P(cri);thus
ni

t ni+l

ini-l

+

°(ni-3)

+O(nN-4)

12

because (j + 1)(s - 1) + (j - 3) = N-4.
I ni+l

+

\ S

jnj-l

! nj+l

-s

\

jnj-l

ni

2

+1

jnj-l

\ s

12 ,

)

(

Using (7.3),and equatingthe coefficientsof xN, we obtain
B
A
sS
r=
and this leads to
(ni+1 + (

2 )

( j+1

+ (

(j + 1)nj

12)

)

j(y + 1)nj_l )

Workingnow to an error term of order nN-3,

N-4

and using (7.3),this simplifiesto

24n + 12Nn 1 + 2iNnN 2 + 3N( N- i - 1)nN-2
1 + 2 jNnN 2 + 3N( N-j= 24nN + 12NnN

l ) nN

2.

As this implies that i = j (contraryto our assumption)Theorem7.1 is proved.
8. CONCLUDINGREMARKS.The reader may have noticed that much of the
above discussion does not depend on the particularnature of the polynomials
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crk(n)as sums of powers of integers.Indeed, if
f(X)

=

aO

+

alx

+

**

g(x) = bo + b1x + *1 +bmxm,

+aZZx,

are any real polynomials,then the polynomials
F(t)

=

[aO

-

f(y)] + alt + *v +aztt'l, G(t) = [bo - g(y)] + blt + ***+bm

have a common zero, namely t = y, and so R(F, G) = O.This means, of course,
that there is some polynomialT(x, y) such that T(f, g) = O.
It is amusingto applythese ideas to the TchebychevpolynomialsT,l,which are
defined by
T,l(cos0) = cos(n0).
As
0)),
T,(Tm(cos0)) = cos(mn0) = Tm(T,I(cos
= Tm(T,I(t))
for all t; thus the polynomialrelationconnecting
we see that T,a(Tm(t))
Tmand 1;1is
T(x, y) = Tel(x)-Tm(y) @

T(Tm,T,l) = O,

In this case, then, all of the primitiverelationsare separable.
As a final example,considerthe Legendrepolynomials+Z1definedby 0(x) = 1
and
+t(x)=

27' ! d ,,([l-x2]

).

Now
sx3-3x

3x2 _ 1

+2(X)=

2

'

+3(X)=

2

'

so that 403(X)2 is polynomialin x2 and x2 = (2+2(x) + 1)/3. This leads directly
to the relation
T(¢>2, ¢>3) = 0,

T(x,y) = 50x3-15x2-12x

+

4-27y2,

a result that can also be obtainedby using the resultant.
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PICIURE PU7,7,T,F,
(fromthe coBectionof Paul Nalmos)

The picturewas taken in 1980.Could
you recognizehim withoutthe beard?
(see page 229)
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